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Let (X, T) be a point transitive transformation group (Cl(xT) =X

for some xGX) with compact Hausdorff phase space X and discrete

phase group T. Let ßT be the Stone-Cech compactification of T. If

i£T and {sm} is a net in T converging to p(EßT, put pt = lim smt. If

further {/„} is a net in T converging to qC^ßT, put pq = lim ptn. Ellis

has observed [3] that these definitions make (ßT, T) into a transfor-

mation group and make ßT into a semigroup in which left multipli-

cation is continuous but right multiplication is generally not.

Let Q(ßT) = C be the algebra of all real-valued continuous functions

on ßT. For/G 6 and t G T let fRt be the element of 6 given by (Œt, p)

-</. **> (P&ßT) (generally (f, p)=pf= the image of p under /).
Define a subalgebra ft of 6 to be a T-subalgebra if it is uniformly

closed and if/F(Gû whenever/Gft and i£F. Call a homomorphism

of a into 6 a T-homomorphism if it commutes with Rt for all t(ET,

and denote the set of all F-homomorphisms on ß by | Ct| .

For each/Gß and ¡GT", define the map 07 ¡ of | ß| into the reals by

</>°7f = {/0! 0 (</>G| Ct|). Ellis has shown [4] that, if | d\ is provided

with the smallest topology such that all the maps a¡t are continuous,

then the action defined by (f(<¿>/)> P>= (/</>■ ¿P> (fGß, «AGI ß|, i£F,
PG/3F) makes (| ß|, T) into a point transitive transformation group

for each F-subalgebra ft. Further, given (X, T), a F-subalgebra 0, can

be found such that (| &\, T) is isomorphic to (X, T) (we say OL corre-

sponds to X). In general there are many T-subalgebras corresponding

to a given X. For convenience we repeat the Ellis construction, with-

out proof. Choose xGX such that Cl(xF) =X. The map ttx of F onto

X given by t%x = xt (tÇ^T) becomes, when extended continuously, a

homomorphism it* of (/3F, T) onto (X, F) ; that is, a continuous map

commuting with T. Write xp for p7T* (pE:ßT), and define a map x*

from e(Z) into e by (fx*, p) = (f, xp) (/Ge(X), pEßT). Then a,
= C(X)x* corresponds to X. Further, there is a natural isomorphism

between (| <JX|, T) and (X, T) taking the inclusion map of | a^ onto

x.

Following Ellis, we shall say that a F-subalgebra ft of e has a

certain recursive property if (| a|, T) has that property. We shall

primarily consider minimal algebras. For/GC, qCzßT, define /gGG

by (f<Z> P) — (f> iP) (pGjSF). Then Ellis has shown [5] that a is mini-
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mal if and only if ftC {/£g|/m=/} f°r some idempotent m in a (uni-

versal) minimal subset M of ßT.

The study of minimal sets by means of their corresponding algebras

is frequently complicated by the one to many nature of the corre-

spondence. Our first objective will be to investigate conditions on x,

yEXso that dx= Ctv.

For the remainder of this paper M will denote an arbitrary but

fixed minimal set in ßT and u will denote an arbitrary but fixed

idempotent in M.

Theorem l.¿e/x£X. Thenxu=xifandonlyiffu=fforallfÇzâx.

Proof. First, assume xu=x. Select/Gfti. Then/ = gx* for some

f £<S(AQ. Thus for all /£ T we have (f, /) = (gx*, t) = (g, xt) = (g, (xu)t)

= (g, x(ut)) = (gx*, ut) = ((gx*)u, t) = (fu, t). Thus/=/w on T. But/

and/w are continuous and T is dense in ßT. Thus f=fu on ßT.

Conversely, assume fu=f for all /£(î,. Then for all g£6(X) we

have (g, xu) = {gx*, u) = ((gx*)u, e) = {gx*, e) = (g, x) where e is the

identity element of T. But then x=xm since X is compact Hausdorff

whence C(X) separates points.

Definition 1. Let N be any minimal set in ßT, and let v be any

idempotent in N. Denote by F, the category given by

Ob(F.) = { a | /=/»(/ G a)} and

Hom (a, (B)= {pE | a | \apc®} (ß,«6 Ob(Ft)).

A proof of the following theorem appears in [S].

Theorem 2. Let N and L be two not necessarily distinct minimal sets

in ßT, and let v and r\ be idempotents in N and L respectively. Then the

categories Kv and F, are equivalent. If X is the idempotent in L such that

v\ = v and Xa=X (see [2]), the equivalence F is given by CtF

= ar¡ (aeOb(Fr)) and pF = \pr¡ (¿G Hom (FT.)).

For the remainder of this paper, in addition to the standing as-

sumptions noted earlier, we let (X, T) be a minimal set.

Definition 2. For each x£A~ we shall call the ordered triple

(AT, x, T) a pointed minimal set. Ordinarily we shall write (X, x) for

(X,x,T).

We. shall say the algebra &x constructed earlier corresponds to

(X, x).
Definition 3. A homomorphism (isomorphism) from (X, x) to (Y, y)

is a homomorphism (isomorphism) it from (X, T) to ( Y, T) such that

X7T = y.
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Notice that (X, x) and (I ft» , i) are isomorphic, where i is the

inclusion map of ftz into 6.

Theorem 3. If a homomorphism exists from (X, x) to ( Y, y) it is

unique.

Proof. Let it be such a homomorphism. Let ÍGT. Then (xtjir

= (xir)t = yt, so it is determined on xT. By continuity it is determined

on Cl (xTT)=X.

Definition 4. Let Tu be the category given by

ob(r„) = {(| et|, T)|/=/«(/£ a)}

and Hom((| ft|,  T),  (\ß\,  T)) = the set of homomorphisms from

(|«|, T) to (|as|, t) (ft, (BGOb(ru)).

Theorem 4. The categories Tu and Ku are equivalent.

Proof. For ft£Ob(Fu) define «F=(| ft|, T). For a, (BGOb(F„)
and iGHom(a, (B), define £FGHom((| ffi|, T), (| ft|, F)) by (pF, q)
= Pl (?G I <B | )• Then F is a contravariant functor from F„ to Tu. To

show that the law of composition works as it should, select ft, (B, and

sJGOb(F„), £GHom (a, <$>), and rGHom (<&, fj). Then for any

3G|ff|, <rF,2>=rg, and (pF, rq)=prq = {(pr)F, q). That is, (rF)(pF)

= (pr)F.

Trivially F is a one-one map of Ob(Fu) onto Ob(F„). By [4, Propo-

sition 2] F is a one-one map of Hom(Fu) onto Hom(Tu). Thus F is an

equivalence.

Definition 5. Let Su be the category given by Ob(S„)

= {(X, x)|xm=x} and Hom((X, x), (F, y))=the set of homomor-

phisms from (X, T) to (Y, T) ((X, x), (F, y)£Ob(S„)).

Theorem 5. There exists a contravariant functor H taking Su onto

Ku such that (X, x)H=dxfor all (X, x)GOb(5„).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4 and the remark after

Definition 3 if we identify the pointed minimal set (| CLX\, t) with the

object (| fti|, T) of Tu.

Lemma 1. With the notation of Theorem 2, let ft, (BGOb(F„) be such

that ftCF, and let i be the inclusion map of ft into (B. Then iF is the

inclusion map of ftr? into (B17.

Proof. Select gE:&V- Then g=fy for some /Gft- With X as in

Theorem 2, g\ir¡ =frjKir¡ =fvrjkit) =fvKit) =fvir¡ =fir¡ =ft] = g.

Lemma 2. Let F be the functor from Ku to Tu defined in the proof of
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Theorem 4. Let a, (BGOb(Fu) be such that aC®, and let i be the inclu-

sion map of a into ($>. Then iF is the restriction map from | (b| to | a|.

Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of F.

Definition 6. Let v be any idempotent in any minimal set of ßT.

Let K{ be the category given by Ob(F,') =Ob(F,), Hom(a,(B) =the

inclusion map whenever a, (BGOb(F„') and aC®, and Hom(a, (B)

= 0 otherwise.

Definition 7. Let SÚ be the category given by Ob(5J) =0b(5„),

Hom((X, x), (Y, y)) =the homomorphism from (X, x) to (Y, y) if it

exists, and Hom((X, x), (Y,y)) = 0 otherwise.

Theorem 6. S¿ and K¿ are equivalent. Ifv and r¡ are any idempotents

in any minimal sets of ßT, then K¡ and F,' are equivalent.

Proof. It is known [4] that whenever aC® the restriction map

from \<S>\ to | a | is a homomorphism of (| ®|, T) to (| a|, T). Thus

the result follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the defini-

tions involved.

Corollary 1. Let (B„ be the algebra corresponding to the pointed mini-

mal set (y, y). Assume xu = x andyu = y. Then (Y, y) is a homomorphic

image of (X, x) if and only if (%>„ C a*.

Corollary 2. Choose x, 3>GX such that xu = x and yu=y. Then

(X, x) and (X, y) correspond to the same algebra if and only if they are

isomorphic.

These results show clearly that when we study the class of all

F-subalgebras ft of C such that/G ft implies/«=/, we are really

studying the class of all pointed minimal sets (X, x) such that xu=x,

with isomorphic sets identified.

In [l] Auslander gives the following definition: a minimal set

(X, T) is regular if for every almost periodic point (y, z) of (XXX, T)

there exists a homomorphism of (X, y) onto (X, z). He then constructs

a lattice of regular minimal sets. The algebraic approach enables us

to generalize this lattice and to explain its "niceness." We first review

some definitions in [Sj.

Definition 8 [Ellis]. Set G= {p^M\pu=p}. If 77 is any sub-

group of G, set a(77) = {/Ge|/a =/(«G77)}. If a is any F-subalgebra

of ft(«), setG(ft) = {aGG|/a = f(/Gft)}.
Definition 9. Let 5 be any subsemigroup of G, and let ft be any

F-subalgebra of &(u). We say a is S-regular if ftaCft for all «G5.

If ft is any subset of C we shall write { a} for the smallest F-sub-

algebra containing a.
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Lemma 3. Let Q be an index set. For each «GŒ let a„ be a T-sub-

algebra of &(u). If each QLa is S-regular, then so are {U„ ft„} and

Dw fta.

Proof. Let a£S and let gGlL au. Pick XGß so gGax. Then

got-GftxCLL a„.Thus(Uw flJaCU» ftM,whence {Uc ft„}o¡C {Uw ftw}.

Let /GH„ ft„.  For each XGß, /Gûx and thus /aGak.  Hence

/aGfl« a,,,.
The next theorem follows immediately.

Theorem 7. Under the operations a A (B = ft^ <B a«¿ ft V (B = { ft U<S},

the class of all S-regular T-subalgebras of &(u) forms a complete lattice

&s(T).

Definition 10. Let (X, x) be a pointed minimal set with xu = x.

We say (X, x), is S-regular if, given a(E.S, there exists a homomor-

phism 7T from (X, x) to (X, xa).

Theorem 8. (X, x) is S-regular if and only if &x is S-regular.

Proof. By Corollary 1, ir exists if and only if ft*««Cft*. But GLxa

= a*a by construction. Thus w exists for all a£5 if and only if

ßjaCßi for all aG5, and the theorem follows.

Theorem 9. Define a partial ordering on the class Sdls(F) of all

S-regular pointed minimal sets (identified up to isomorphism) by

(Y, y) è (X, x) if there exists a homomorphism of (Y, y) onto (X, x).

Then SJEs(F) is a complete lattice, and, in fact, 3Hs(F) is isomorphic to

£s(T).

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4 and Corollary 1.

The two extreme cases are of particular interest to us. First, if

5= {u} we observe that the conditions of Definitions 9 and 10 always

hold trivially, so that 9H„(F) and £U(T) are in effect the lattices of all

pointed minimal sets and of all minimal algebras respectively.

Gottschalk has studied £iïlu(T") from a somewhat different point of

view [7], calling its members "ambits."

At the other extreme, putting S = G, we recapture Auslander's

lattice <R(F).

Lemma 4. Let X be a minimal set, and let x = xu and y=yu in X.

Then there exists «GG such that xa =y.

Proof. Since Cl (xT) =X, we can find pEißT such that xp=y. But

then xupu=xpu=yu=y, and upÇzM (see [2]), whence upuÇzG.
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Lemma 5. // (X, x) is G-regular for some x such that xu=x, then

(X, x) is G-regular for all x such that xu=x.

Proof. If (X, x) is G-regular then ftjaCfti for all aÇzG. Let

y=yu. Choose a£G so xa=y. Then fti/=ftIaCfti and ftx = ftIo:_1a

C GLxOi = &y, so ft„ = ft» and is G-regular.

Theorem 10. (X, x) is G-regular if and only if X is regular.

Proof. If X is regular and a^G, then xa. = xau, so (x, xa) is an

almost periodic point of XXX. By the definition of regular we can

find t as required in Definition 10.

Conversely, if (X, x) is G-regular and (y, z) is an almost periodic

point of X XX, choose an idempotent w so y = yw and z = zw. Let v be

the idempotent in M such that vw=v and wv=w (see [2]), and let

it be the homomorphism from (X, yu) to (X, zu). Then yrr = ywTr

= ywvir = yvir = yuvir = yuirv = zuv = zv= zwv =zw = z.

Corollary 3. The minimal set (X, T) is regular if and only if it has

a unique corresponding algebra in d(u).

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 10 and Corollary

2.
From the algebraic point of view the nature and relationship of

the lattices considered by Auslander and Gottschalk becomes quite

clear. There is a lattice of algebras £U(T), with a family of sublattices

£s(T), in which union and intersection replace the considerably more

involved constructions in [l]. From the algebraic viewpoint there is

nothing special or "nice" about £g(T), other than its being the small-

est sublattice in this family. But Corollary 3 tells us exactly that

£o(T) is precisely that lattice for which the translation back to the

conventional topological point of view is "nice."

We conclude by presenting explicitly the constructions of inf and

sup in 3TCS(F).

Theorem 11. Let Í2 be an index set. For each wGß let (Xa, T) be

minimal and let (X„, xa) be S-regular. Define Y= Cl ((xu) T) C YL<° Xa-

Then (F, (*„)) = V„ (AT„, *„).

Proof. Let a G S, and let 7r„ be the homomorphism of (Xa, x„) onto

(X„, *«a)(û>G0). If y = (yB) G Y, define tt on F by yir = (yaira). Then

ir is a homomorphism of (Y, (xw)) onto (F, (xu)a) = (Y, (xBa)),

whence (F, (xu)) is S-regular.

For each toGfi, projection of Y onto Xa takes (xu) to x„. Thus

(F, (xu))k(X„, *„).
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Now suppose there exists an S-regular pointed minimal set (W, w)

such that, given coGß, we have (W, w)ira, = (Xlll, x„). Define tt on IF

by zir = (ziru) (zÇzW). Then ww=(xa). Since (W, T) is minimal the

image of W in  JJ„ Xw must be minimal and therefore must equal

ci((xjr) = y.

Theorem 12. With the notation of Theorem 11, define 5(ZQ(Y) by:

f&r if f factors through each X„(«Gfl).  Define QQYXY by:  Q

= {(y,z)\yf = zf(f&)\. Then(Y, (xu))/Q~ A„(Xm *„).

Proof. Let a G S, and let ir be the endomorphism on Y such that

(xM)ir = (xu)a. To show ( F, (xw))/Q is S-regular, it will suffice to show

that (y, 3)GÇ implies (yir, zir)G<2-

In fact, suppose (y, z)ÇiQ and/Gï- Let <¡>a be the projection of Y

onto Xa (cûÇEty. For each uGß there exists gÙJGC(Xa)) so f = <pagu-

Then irf = ir4>aga, so ir/Gî- Thus yir/ = zir/, or (yir, zir)G<2-

Next, pick XGŒ. We show (Xx, xx) è (F, (xM))/Q.

Choose y, zÇi Y. If y<£\=z</>x we claim (y, z)G(?. For, picking/G^,

there exists gGC(X\) such that yf = y</>xg = z<p\g = z/. Thus we can

define the homomorphism Ä of (X\, X\) onto (F, (xu))/Q by (y<f>\)h
= yQ.

Finally, suppose there exists an S-regular (W, w) such that, for

each coGß, we have (X„, xu)irw = (W, w). Choose any XGß and define

k=4>\ir\. Then (xu)k=w, so by Theorem 3 k is independent of the

choice of X. To show that k induces a homomorphism of (Y, (xu))/Q

onto (W,w), it suffices to show that (y, z)EQ implies yk =zk.

Assume (y, z)G(? can be found such that yk^zk. Since W is com-

pact Flausdorff Q(W) separates points. Choose/£6(H0 s0 ykf^zkf.

That is, y4>\TT\jVztf>\ir\f'. But this is a contradiction since (y, z) GQ and
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